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Session 1 Chair: Vikram Pathania

11am-11.45am Matteo Sandi - Migration in the time of crisis: evidence on its effectiveness from Indonesia

11.45am-12.30pm Malgorzata Sulimierska - Capital account liberalization, investment and productivity: Sector-level analysis

12.30pm-1.30pm Break

Session 2. Chair: Paolo Masella

1.30pm-2.15pm Janani Ranasubramanian - Impact of crop microinsurance on the use of agricultural inputs: Evidence from India

2.15pm-3pm Omofolamihan Malomo - Informal payments and ethnic networks: The case of Nigerian Firms

3pm-3.30pm Break

Session 3. Chair: Sonja Fagernas

3.30pm-5pm Marco Manacorda - Social assistance and formal labour supply